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Abstract— In this paper a multi sensor system for so called
vulnerable road user recognition is presented, developed within
an EU project for road safety improvement. The data fusion
concept rests upon the sensors near infrared camera and
wireless ranging devices, which are complemetary concerning
their physical properties. By means of an object oriented
approach using the Kalman Filter the introduced concept
contains several special features. The ego motion of the sensor
vehicle is simply compensated using odometric data and the
object dynamics is described by means of an appropriate
physical model. Furthermore the fusion system is designed in
a way that it is independent on the type of the used sensors.
First results of field tests show a promising enhancement of
the detection reliability and real time capability compared to a
single sensor system.

Keywords: Data fusion, pedestrian recognition, multi sen-
sor signal processing, cooperative systems, vulnerable road
user protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite impressing successes in the last decades, the de-
crease in number of the road accidents as well as the significant
reduction of the amount of victims and the severity of the
accident consequences still represent an enormous challenge.
The policy by qualified legislation, but also the car manufac-
turers and the scientists and engineers working in institutes and
companies have to take up this challenge. Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the number of the people killed in the road traffic
in Germany since 1970 [4]. New laws for the protection of
all road users, in addition, innovative technical developments
such as seat belts, airbags and ABS brought large progress in
the road safety in the past. Also during the last years, an easily
decreasing tendency was recognized, at least in Germany.
However, the steps in the reduction of the number of accidents
are not as large as during the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s.

It seems the time has come to carry out again a quantum leap
toward tremendous security on the roads. The development
of the modern information and communication technology
offers best conditions for that task. There is a strong political
will of the legislation decision makers to promote appropriate
projects. Connected with the know-how of the scientists in-
volved, promising solutions can be thereby developed to reach
this objective. The European Union aims for the ambitious

Fig. 1. Road fatalities in Germany

goal of halving the number of road fatalities between 2000
and 2010 [4]. The European Commission started a series
of projects with this strategic objective, among them also
the project WATCH-OVER [1], [2], within its scope this
paper was elaborated. A further fact is interesting: Figure 2
shows exemplarily that the predominant numbers of traffic
victims are injured in urban areas [3]. Many road users, both
drivers and so called vulnerable road users (VRU), such as
pedestrians and cyclists, are obviously overcharged in view
of the excessive demands of high traffic density and complex
urban traffic situations. A successful solution must consider
this circumstance and satisfy the special protection need of
the VRUs.

The solution presented here is a cooperative system of
sensors, consisting of a near infrared (NIR) camera inside the
vehicle and wireless personal area network (WPAN) modules
for the determination of the relative position of the road users.
Both vehicle and VRUs are equipped with these modules (see
Figure 3). The data of the sensors are processed by means of
data fusion methods, in order to achieve a reliable real time
detection of the VRUs in the vehicle surrounding field.

The detection results are used for the generation of a warn-
ing signal for the driver and also for the VRUs. A substantial
advantage over a single sensor solution consists of the fact
that the two sensors work complementary, i.e. a dedicated
sensor compensates the weaknesses of the other one. In the
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Fig. 2. Road accidents causing personal injuries according to local situation,
Germany 2006

present case the NIR camera supplies very inaccurate distance
values, but good lateral angle estimation for the direction of the
VRU. The ranging sensor has its strengths and/or weaknesses
exactly reversely. An additional advantage is the low cost of
this sensor, particularly compared with possible alternatives,
e.g. LIDAR.

The fundamental idea of the WATCH-OVER data fusion
principle is the definition of a limited region of interest (ROI)
in the NIR image by means of the ranging devices and
the creation of a steady track of the expected movement
of the involved road users. The ROI allows a substantial
acceleration of VRU classification in the course of image
processing, whereas the track should ensure the calculation
of a reliable collision risk parameter between vehicle and
VRU. The measurement principle of this sensor is based on
a time-of-flight measurement of the radio signal, merged in
an amendment of the IEEE standard 802.15.4 for low rate
Wireless Personal Area Network. The odometric data are used
for the compensation of the vehicle’s ego motion during the
data fusion process.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the proposed data fusion principle

II. THE SELECTED SENSOR DEVICES

In recent years, more and more upper class vehicles were
equipped with video sensors. They are used to detect road
boundaries [13], pedestrians [10], vehicles [14] and much
more. A video sensor offers a good chance to detect objects,
here VRUs. NIR cameras have a high spatial resolution and
good contrast similar to a visible light camera. They offer a
good reception of the environment at low costs, are highly
reliable and can be reused for other tasks, even under poor
visibility conditions. Moreover it is feasible to classify shape
and motion information extracted out of the NIR images.
Broggi et al. [5] proved that a NIR camera with the standard
vehicle headlights is efficient for night vision application.

As mentioned above a further sensor is needed to com-
plement the video sensor. Hence, wireless communication
devices were chosen that are able to perform best under all
weather conditions at day and night. Furthermore, the range
information delivered by the wireless communication data
is accurate and has a constant variation regardless of the
range. Moreover, the wireless communication modules cover
a 180◦ view and can assign different identification numbers
to road user. Having unique ID’s is a big advantage of this
sensor, so that the well-known measurement-object assignment
problem in RADAR and LIDAR applications would not occur.
This facilitates subsequent classification of possible VRUs and
stabilises the object tracking even when VRUs are occluded.

Table 1 summarizes the physical properties of the selected
sensor devices. The values come directly from the manufac-
turer’s specification or they were measured and subsequently
calculated according to the set-up shown in Fig. 7.

Table 1: Sensor properties

III. THE DATA FUSION CONCEPT

The complexity of a robust pedestrian recognition implies
the dealing with non-rigid moving objects in a permanently
changing environment. It means, the objects of interest cannot
be detected by means of simple background compensation or
complex analysis of manually preselected regions in the image
plan. Rather, a Detection-Classification-Tracking strategy is
needed, which warrants the possibility of including all data
of importance into the recognition process. Such a strategy is
generally described as following:

• Detection: An efficient processing step is performed in
order to select the most important spots of the scene to
be analyzed. All objects of interest need to be recognized
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regardless of false objects to reach a very high detection
rate.

• Classification: At this processing step only the resulting
detections are considered, where an expensive analysis of
the objects is performed. Here, a very low false positive
rate is required.

• Tracking: In order to stabilize the recognition and to
eliminate the remaining false detections an evaluation of
the classification results over time is carried out.

Because of the high dynamic degree of the process (moving
objects and moving sensor) the data of importance needed in
the recognition procedure are those, which can be used to
estimate the process dynamic parameters. In our case the ego-
motion of the sensor vehicle is needed besides the position of
the objects.

Now there are two fundamental requirements, which the
data fusion concept for object recognition has to fulfill: On the
one hand, the Detection-Classification-Tracking strategy must
be complied. On the other hand, it has to support the usage of
the vehicle ego-motion in the processing. Moreover, a further
desired quality of the data fusion that should be considered in
the design of the concept is the generality of the principle. It
means that this must be independent of the type of the used
sensors.

Considering the above mentioned requirements, the con-
venient data fusion principle is object based, in which the
measurements of different sensors are used to estimate the
state of the objects to be recognized. Using the Kalman-Filter
approach to combine the different processing steps and the
vehicle coordinate system as the state ”fusion” space, the multi
sensor data fusion system can indeed be realized in an optimal
way:

• The prediction of the object position can be given at
each time step, even if the sensor’s measurements are
not available;

• The ego motion measurements are simply integrated in
the data fusion algorithm.

The structure of the data fusion system representing this
approach is illustrated in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Overall system structure

The measured data from the communication device, from
the NIR camera, and additionally from the odometer sensors
of the vehicle, are synthesized by the Kalman Filter to create
hypotheses regarding the classes of the detected objects and
their expected behaviour. In a recursive procedure this uses
the physical and error parameters of the sensors and several
time-discrete measurements and estimations of the states of
the same objects detected around the vehicle to produce a new
estimation of the object attributes in future time. This method
allows the calculation of the time-continuous evolution of the
object attributes. The Kalman Filter as a probabilistic filter
is based on a model of this evolution, called the dynamic
model, and on a sensor model. In each step of the Kalman
Filter process, the new measured data are compared with the
predicted values to calculate a more precisely relative position
of the detected objects and their movement. Measurements
that will fit already known objects with a certain probability
are assigned to these objects. Tracks can also be initialised
for temporarily unknown VRU objects that are possible can-
didates. This may happen, for instance when only incomplete
patterns of VRUs are visible in the NIR image or the objects
are out of the NIR camera viewing angle. In the latter case,
the communication device helps to create a preliminary track
to prepare the fusion algorithm for calculation of a reliable
classification result in time. In the further steps of the fusion
process the hypotheses are either confirmed and outfitted
with more precise parameters or rejected. Sometimes, primary
different tracks can be unified in one common track denoting
one single VRU.

A. Definition of the System Geometry

During a data fusion process the measurement data of
the sensors need to be associated. Each sensor has its own
coordinate system, which describes either a complete or a
part of a sensor measurement space. Since the sensors are
usually spatially separated, the sensor coordinate systems
need to be transformed into an uniform coordinate system to
make them comparable. The uniform coordinate system could
be either one of the available sensors or a superior, sensor
independent coordinate system. By following the assumption
that the objects and the vehicle are situated at the same
plane, it is reasonable to use the vehicle coordinate system
as a superior coordinate system. The object location will be
expressed relatively to the position of the vehicle (origin of the
coordinate system). There are two advantages compared to a
transformation of an object into a sensor coordinate system.
Firstly, the ego-motion is easy to compensate, which makes
the approximation of the object state more stable. Secondly,
the dynamic behaviour of the objects can be modelled mean-
ingfully.

The origin of the vehicle (v) coordinate system is situated
on the ground plane at the centre of the rear axle. While
looking at the direction of motion, the vx-axis points ahead
and the vy-axis of the vehicle coordinate system points to the
left. The vz-axis forms the vertical axis of the vehicle.
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To realize a uniform coordinate description, a three-
dimensional coordinate system is assigned to the commu-
nication devices (cd), although it can only perform a two-
dimensional sampling. This fact simplifies the presentation of
the transformation instructions. The cdx and cdy-plane is the
sensor plane of the communication device. The communica-
tion device has a polar coordinate system with the distance
cdr and the angle cdϕ (cf. Fig. 5). The cdx-axis points into
the direction of the vehicle.

Fig. 5. Vehicle and communication device coordinate systems

The communication device will be mounted on the vehicle
at a well defined position (referred to as vxcd, vycd in the
vehicle coordinate system) during the system set-up. The com-
munication device is adjusted, so that its plane of measurement
is coplanar to the x-y plane of the vehicle, to simplify the
transformation into the vehicle coordinate system (cf. Fig. 5).
The transformation into the coordinate system of the vehicle
is done by a simple displacement defined by the vector vxcd:

 vxp
vyp
vzp

 =

 cdrpsin(cdϕp)
−cdrpcos(cdϕp)

0

+

 vxcd
vycd
vzcd

 (1)

The definition of the coordinate system of the NIR-camera
is oriented at the illustration geometry of the optical system of
the camera. The depth of field is defined by the camera focal
length and the size of the sensor element. The geometry of
the illustration is modelled by the perspective projection.

The image is a dimensionally reduced description of the
environment and the image coordinates are only a proportion
of the camera coordinates.

The optical axis cz of the camera is set parallel to the
vehicle axis to get a symmetric representation of the scene.
The (cx, cy)-plane is adjusted parallel to the (vy, vz)-plane of
the vehicle, and the origin is placed at vy = 0, (cf. Fig. 6). A
transformation in the vehicle coordinate system is performed
by means of a translation of the vector vxc and two rotations
of 90◦. In real-world applications, it is relatively difficult
to achieve an ideal camera calibration. Therefore a little
deviance of this adjustment is accepted. The transformation
specification for the coordinate systems is usually determined
after the camera is mounted at the vehicle. Accordingly, the
transformation of a point in the vehicle coordinate system into
the image plane is given as follows:

(
ixp
iyp

)
=

 aN11
ixp(tk)+aN12

iyp(tk)+aN13
aN31

ixp(tk)+aN32
iyp(tk)+1

aN21
ixp(tk)+aN22

iyp(tk)+aN23
aN31

ixp(tk)+aN32
iyp(tk)+1

 (2)

aNmn are the parameters of the transformation matrix A,
which is determined by the camera calibration.

Fig. 6. Relationship of the camera and vehicle coordinate systems

B. Extraction of measurements

The measurement set-up of the fusion system is shown in
Figure 7. The distance values delivered by the communication
devices are used to define a ROI inside the IR image. For
this purpose a trilateration method is used. The VRU is
equipped with one communication module and the vehicle
with two communication modules Ant#1 and Ant#2. The
communication modules installed in the two rear view mirrors
of the vehicle form the base line b of approximately 2m. By
means of this base line an estimation of the angle between
vehicle longitudinal axis and VRU is made.

Fig. 7. Measurement set-up

The angle α between the baseline b and the object is given
by

α = arccos
(

d2
1 + b2 − d2

2

2 · d1 · b

)
(3)
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the distance r by

r =

√(
b

2

)2

+ d2
1 − d1 · b · cos α, (4)

and finally, the azimuth angle ϕ results in

ϕ = arccos

(
r2 +

(
b
2

)2 − d2
2

r · b

)
. (5)

Because of the small base line, a possibly insufficient
accuracy of the angle estimation is expected. Regardless of
this disadvantage, a benefit can be achieved for the system.
Due to the accuracy of the communication device, the
distance between the vehicle and VRU is very well known.
The usual dimensions of humans in the measured distance in
the NIR picture are known, too. With both prerequisites it is
possible to define at least the dimensions of a ROI.

Due to its properties, the NIR image processing is very
similar to the processing methods used for grey scale images.
Depending on the number of image frames that the processing
considers, different methods can be used. Usually, only a
single frame is considered. Therefore a classification based
on shape features is used either for the whole image or for
some Regions of Interest (ROIs), which must be defined first.

The single frame classification uses the histogram of ori-
ented gradients (HOG) as features presented by [6]. This
method computes on a dense grid of uniformly spaced cells
and uses overlapping local contrast normalization for improved
performance.

The keynote is that local object appearance and shape within
an image can be described by the distribution of intensity
gradients. Dividing the image into small connected regions,
called cells, a histogram of gradient directions is computed
out of the pixels within the cell. For improved performance,
the contrast is normalized by calculating a measure of the
intensity across a larger region of the image. The normalization
results in a better invariance to changes in illumination. For
a reasonable processing performance the integral histogram
representation, proposed by [7] is applied.

The final step in the VRU recognition using Histogram of
Oriented Gradient descriptors is to feed the descriptors into
some recognition system based on supervised learning. The
cascaded classifier introduced by [8] was chosen due to its very
high detection rate and fast performance. The cascade consists
of Adaboost [9] classifiers. The classifiers in the beginning
of the cascade are simpler and consist of smaller numbers
of HOG features. However, as one proceeds in the cascade,
the classifiers become more complex. A region is reported as
detection only if it passes all the classifier stages in the cascade
(cf. Fig. 8). If it is rejected at any stage, it is discarded and not
processed further. This way, the easier patches in the image
which the ”cascade of classifiers” is sure of not being a VRU,
are rejected very early while the difficult regions are operated
on by more complex classifiers. This greatly speeds up the
detection process without compromising on the accuracy and

provides high detection rates. The test image is scanned at
different positions in a sliding rectangle window fashion with
different ROI size, and the regions, which pass the classifier,
are declared as VRU.

Fig. 8. Detection cascade, build with Adaboost and Decision Trees

The implemented approach was evaluated with the pub-
lished data base described in [10]. The reached receiver oper-
ating curve is shown in Figure 9, where the same evaluation
constraints of [10] where used.

Fig. 9. Evaluation results based on a public data set [10]

The image processing within this project is not restricted
to shape based methods only. Considering two or more con-
secutive frames, the optical flow as well as the motion of
the pixels can be computed and evaluated. The basic idea of
the method described below is that any VRU is supposed to
move, while it is occupying the region of interest inside the
vehicle trajectory (lane). Using the optical flow it is possible
to distinguish between moving objects and background. The
detections delivered by the analysis of the optical flow are used
in the Kalman Filter algorithm in terms of measurements.

All methods for optical flow calculation suffer from the
well-known correspondence and aperture problems. In order
to avoid computation of wrong values, significant features like
grey scale corners are detected at the first image processing
step (c.f. [12]). In the next step an iterative algorithm with
pyramid representation is used in order to compute correspon-
dences between image(n) and image(n-1) for the corners found
in the previous step. The basic method of this algorithm was
introduced in [11]. The differences of the corresponding pixels
represent the optical flow as the sum of object motion and
camera ego motion.

Applying the epipolar geometry on the two consecutive
frames, the fundamental matrix F relates a point in the
first image to a line in the second image, on which the
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corresponding point lies. F is a 3x3 matrix which satisfies
the epipolar constraint

x
′
Fx = 0 (6)

where x
′

and x represent corresponding pixel pairs. More
information on the epipolar geometry and the fundamental
matrix can be found in [16]. The estimation of F follows the
approach proposed in [17], [18], where pixel correspondences
are used as input for Ransac [19] in order to find the optimal
estimation.

Ransac also verifies which pixel pairs satisfy the epipolar
constraint, and which do not. The first ones are denoted to
be ’inliers’, while pixels that do not, as well as pixels with
a negative distance, are denoted as ’outliers’. Inliers represent
the scene background or static objects. Therefore, they are
irrelevant for motion based object classification and can be
successfully used for 3D triangulation and for spatial recon-
struction of the scenery. Each outlier represents a detection of
a part of a moving object in the scene. Outliers are grouped
in the 3D domain using a clustering method. For each group,
a ROI is defined. Inliers that are located within this region are
triangulated. All pixels in each cluster are represented by one
main point. This point is used to estimate the position of the
ROI and its projection from the camera coordinate system into
the image plane.

Figure 10 represents the result of the motion analysis.
The blue lines describe the displacement vectors between the
corresponding points of two consecutive frames. The grey
value if the filled circles encode the distance of the 3D points
in the camera coordinate system. The bordered circles depict
the ’outliers’.

Fig. 10. Detection result by means of the motion analysis

C. Kalman-Filter Based Data Fusion

The data fusion process needs a suitable dynamic model
of the objects. In [15] four different models of pedestrian
movement were investigated. The results showed that the
Constant Velocity Model (CV) is the most suitable approach
for describing pedestrians, especially since it is robust in case
of missing measurement values. According to this model,
the system state vector contains information about the object
position in vehicle coordinates and the object speed.

The general assumption is that the ego vehicle and the ob-
served objects are moving on the same plane, which means that
the z component of the object position in vehicle coordinates
is equal to zero. Therefore, only the x and y components of
position and speed will be regarded. The resulting system state
vector is given by

x(tk) =


vx(tk)
vẋ(tk)
vy(tk)
v ẏ(tk)

 (7)

and the corresponding state transition matrix for this dynamic
model is given by

A(tk) =


1 Tk 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 Tk

0 0 0 1

 (8)

where Tk denotes the time difference between tk−1 and tk.
Let vp(tk) = (vxp(tk),v yp(tk),v zp(tk))T be a point at

time tk in vehicle coordinates. The measurement vector of
the communication device sensor, cdy(tk), contains the object
distance r and the azimuth angle ϕ, both expressed in sensor
coordinates. It is defined by

cdy(tk) =
(

cdr(tk)
cdϕ(tk)

)
(9)

It is assumed that the length of vz is very small against vx
and vy; therefore, the parameter vz can be neglected. The
corresponding transformation function gc,cd that transforms
the state vector xp(tk) into sensor coordinates is

gc,cd(xp(tk)) =

( √
(vxp(tk) −v xcd)2 + (vyp(tk) −v ycd)2

arctan (
vxp(tk)−vxcd
vyp(tk)−vycd

)

)
(10)

where vxcd and vycd denote the position of the communication
sensor in vehicle coordinates. In case of the image sensor, the
transformation function gc,i is

gc,i(xp(tk)) =

 aN11
vxp(tk)+aN12

vyp(tk)+aN13
aN31

vxp(tk)+aN32
vyp(tk)+1

aN21
vxp(tk)+aN22

vyp(tk)+aN23
aN31

vxp(tk)+aN32
vyp(tk)+1

 (11)

Assuming the measurements are uncorrelated, the error
covariance matrix can be defined as follows:

R =


σ2

r 0 0 0
0 σ2

ϕ 0 0
0 0 σ2

x 0
0 0 0 σ2

y

 (12)

where {σ2
r , σ2

ϕ} are the covariance values of the commu-
nication sensor and {σ2

x, σ2
y} are the covariance values of

measurements in the image plane, respectively. In the case
of the communication sensor the standard deviation of the
distance and angle is directly used. For the NIR camera the
resolution of the sensor defines these values. The far-off the
corresponding 3D point of the considered pixel is located to
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the ego vehicle the larger is the detection area of one sensor
element and consequently the standard deviation increases.
These values can be derived from the sensor specifications.

D. Ego Motion Compensation

For an accurate estimation of the object dynamic, an ego
motion compensation algorithm is applied. The Kalman Filter
equations provide an elementary solution of this task. It
compensates object translations, which are caused by the
movement of the vehicle. By means of the odometer sensors,
this compensation can be easily achieved. These sensors
provide information about the speed v and the yaw rate γ̇ of
the vehicle. As they are measured in the origin of the vehicle
coordinate system, the bicycle model (described in detail in
[20]) can be employed as a basis for determining the change
of the vehicle position. The basic principles of this model
are a rigid rear axle and a dirigible front axle of the vehicle.
Under the assumption of a constant steering angle during a
time interval T = tk − tk−1, the vehicle moves on a circular
path with radius r(tk−1).

r(tk−1) =
b(tk−1)
γ(tk−1)

=
v(tk−1)T
γ̇(tk−1)T

(13)

where b(tk−1) denotes the covered arc length. The yaw angle
γ(tk−1) specifies the change of the heading angle of the vehi-
cle, during a period of time T . By means of these parameters,
the position of every tracked object can be determined by a
shift-and-rotate transformation,(

v(tk)xp(tk−1)
v(tk)yp(tk−1)

)
= MrotMtrans (14)

with

Mrot =
(

cos γ(tk−1) sin γ(tk−1)
− sin γ(tk−1) cos γ(tk−1)

)
,

Mtrans =
(

v(tk−1)xp(tk−1) − ∆x(tk−1)
v(tk−1)yp(tk−1) − ∆y(tk−1)

)
and

∆x(tk−1) = r(tk−1) sin γ(tk−1), (15)

∆y(tk−1) = r(tk−1)(1 − cos γ(tk−1)).

The ego motion compensation (see Fig. 11) takes place in
the prediction step of the Kalman Filter (see Fig. 4), due to
inserting the following input vector:

gb(u(tk−1)) =


v(tk)xp(tk−1) −v(tk−1) xp(tk−1)

0
v(tk)yp(tk−1) −v(tk−1) yp(tk−1)

0

 (16)

With the dynamic model described above the relevant sce-
narios with the behavior of the VRUs as well as the vehicles
are covered.

Fig. 11. Ego motion compensation

IV. RESULTS AND FURTHER WORK

First tests of the complex system were carried out and
deliver promising results. Figure 12 d) gives an impression
of the reached improvement regarding the detection reliability
in comparison to the single sensor systems (Figure 12 b) and
Figure 12 c)). This is denoted by the elongation of the ellipses
inside the figures, where these represent the uncertainty of the
object state estimation. The drawn ellipses describe the region
where 90% of the measurements occur. A large elongation
correlates to a high uncertainty and vice versa. As can be
seen in Figure 12 d) the uncertainty is decreased by factor 2
at least. The data fusion system is able to perform a maximum
vehicle and VRU velocity up to 50 km/h.
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